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Front of Support - Statement no. 9
Operations of the true promise

Striking by raiding: Claiming the operation of blowing up the headquarters
of the Military Security and Air force Intelligence in Deir Al-Zour
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The hand of oppression and tyranny of the Taguti Nusairi regime extended to reach most
of the provinces, and the hatred of this regime overflowed to fill the cities, regions and
villages with sorrows, it is rare to find a street that hasn’t lost a martyr, or offered a
prisoner, or lost a Muhajir (refugee) who ran away from the suppression and oppression,
and Deir Al-Zour and its province wasn’t an extension from all that, how many times it
was stormed, and how many times it was shelled, and how many times it was besieged,
and how many times …. and how many times …., and it was patient on that calamity,
steadfast on jihad, seeing nothing except it and doesn’t accept humbling.
And a limit had to be kept for the arrogance of the dogs of the regime in Deir Al-Zour
and they should be punished, so the soldiers of the Front of Support - may Allah give it
pride – took on themselves this mission, and carried this banner, and decided to step on
the head of the snake in Deir Al-Zour which is resembled by the suppressing – not
security – branch.
So at 9:20 am on Saturday 28 Jumada Al-Thani 1433 A.H. corresponding 19 May 2012
the soldiers of the Front of Support in the Eastern region - Deir Al-Zour launched an
attack on the security region which includes branches of the Military Security and Air
force Intelligence.
The martyrdom seeker Abu Muawiya Al-Forati – may Allah accept him – went with his
bombed car to penetrate their strongholds in front of their eyes through the garage door –
with the grace of Allah – so he killed his horse and spilled his blood to demolish these

two buildings on the heads of those who were in it, who kill and take the hearts of those
who remained from survivors and injured, and to keep this chaotic regime in a labyrinth
not knowing its head from its tail and to make the wakefulness and sleep of the
oppressors full of horror.
And from the grace of Allah Almighty that no civilian was hit in this operation according
to our knowledge, which is a matter the Front of Support is keen as best they can, and
there were many operation that were cancelled because of the presence of innocent
people in the location of the target.
Thus these blessed operations will continue until it purifies the Land of Sham is from the
filth of the Nusairis and relieves Ahli Sunnah from their oppression.
And we ask Allah to please His slaves with His aid, and make them happy with His
victory, and the hearts of the oppressed.
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